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1. Introduction 
Let U = U(n) denote the unitary group of rank n and let H c U denote a closed 
subgroup. Given a representation y: G + 17 of a compact group G, the left action of 
U on U/H composed with y defines an action of G on Lr/H. This action, denoted 
(V/H, y), is called a linear acrion. Linear actions of G on U/H are said to be rigid 
under homotopy if, given any two representations (Y, p: G + IY, there exists a G-map 
f: (U/H, a) + (U/H, p) which is a homotopy equivalence of U/H if and only if p or p 
is similar to X(Y for a suitable linear character x: G + S’. 
The main result of this paper is that linear actions are rigid under homotopy when 
H is a closed, connected subgroup of maximal rank with the additional property that 
for some v E C” - (0) there is a linear character A : H + S’ such that ho = A (h )O for all 
h E H. A subgroup H satisfying all these properties is called a friendly subgroup of U 
(i.e., it is conjugate to U(1) x V(az) x * * . x V(a,)). 
Theorem 1. If G is a compact group and His a friendly subgroup of U, then linear 
actions of G on U/H are rigid under homotopy. 
The homotopy rigidity of linear actions for CP” was proved in [5] and [6]; for 
U = U(m + n + 1) and H = U(m) x U(n) x U(1) in [8]; for U = U(m + k) and H = 
U(m) x Tk with k s m in [7]; and for U = U(n) and H = T” in [9]. In fact, Theorem 
2 below is conjecture D of [7] and Corollary 4 below is conjecture B of [7]. 
The key to proving Theorem 1 is an understanding of what happens to line bundles 
under homotopy equivalences f: U/H + U/H. Such an understanding requires 
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detailed knowledge of the algebra automorphisms of H*( U/H; Z), and this, in turn, 
requires some algebraic results on the cohomology of flag manifolds. We outline the 
major steps below; proofs of these results and of Theorem 1 itself are contained in 
the subsequent sections. 
Let (~1, ~2.. . . , E,} be the standard orthonormal basis of C” and T = T” = 
{A E U(n)lAei = Xi&i, 1 6 i c n} be the standard maximal torus of U = U(n). We let 
F(n) = U(n)/T” = U/T be the manifold of n-flags in C”. There are n projections 
7ri:F(n)+ CP”-’ defined by 7ri(uT) = [u&i]. We let h denote the Hopf bundle over 
CP” and set y = cl(h) E H’(CP”; Z); we shall also use y to denote its restriction to 
CP”-‘. Finally, define classes yi EH’(F(~); Z) by setting yi = n?(y) for i = 
1,2,. . .) n. 
Theorem 2. If u E If2(F(n); Z) and U” = 0, then u = ayi for some a E Z and some i 
with 1 c i < n. 
Given a friendly subgroup of U = U(n) let u E C” be a nonzero vector such that 
hv = A (h)u for all h E H, where A is some linear character of H. Since we are only 
interested in the conjugacy class of H, we may assume that u = ~1, the first vector in 
the standard orthonormal basis of C”. Indeed, (see [4]), we can assume that 
H= U(a,)x** .xU(a,), where 1=u1~a2~~~~~as and al+***+a,=n. Let 
rr: U/H+CP”-l be given by rr(uH) =[u&J and let I = r*(y), where y E 
H2(CP”-‘; Z) is the previously defined generator. 
Theorem 3. If H is a friendly subgroup of U and ~7 is an algebra automorphism of 
H*(U/H; Z), then there exists a U-map k: U/H+ U/Hsuch that k*q(z) = fz. 
Now each U-map U/H-*U/H is a U-equivalence, and the group of U- 
equivalences is anti-isomorphic to N&H)/H, where Ntl(H) is the normalizer of H 
in U. Let c: U + U denote complex conjugation. Since we have chosen H so that 
c(H) = H, we have a homeomorphism _c: U/H + U/H given by c(uH) = c(u)H, and 
c*(z) = -z. The group N,(H)/H x Z/22 then acts on H*(U/H; Z) by (k, t)* = 
,‘*k*. We therefore have the following corollary of Theorem 3. 
Corollary 4. If H is a friendly subgroup of U and f: U/H + U/H is a homotopy 
equivalence, then there exists an element b E NU(H)/H x Z/22 such that b*f*(z) = z. 
This last result allows us to “normalize” any homotopy equivalence f: U/H + 
U/H (see Section 4). 
The existence of a U(l)-factor in H is technically very convenient and our proof of 
homotopy rigidity of linear actions on U/H depends on it. Recent work of A. Back 
[2] shows that this condition is not central. Back shows that linear actions of compact 
connected Lie groups on complex Grassmann manifolds of two-dimensional 
subspaces of C” are rigid under homotopy. 
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We are grateful to Ian Macdonald and Howard L. Hiller for pointing out that the 
result of Theorem 2 appears in J.D. Monk’s thesis [lo]. This reassures us that the 
result is correct, especially since the techniques of proof are quite different. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
We first transform Theorem 2 into an assertion about the cohomology of BT, 
where T c U = U(n) is the standard maximal torus. Consider the fibration induced 
by the inclusion of T in CJ: 
F(n) = U/T d BT 
I P 
BU 
For 1 c j G n let tj: T + S’ be the fib coordinate projection and let Bei: BT -* BS’ = 
CP” denote the induced map on classifying spaces. For each i let Xi = B.&(y), where 
y E H’(CP”; Z) is the first Chern class of the Hopf bundle. The homomorphism L* 
induces an isomorphism 
H*(F(n); Z) = Z[xr, . . . , x,]/l(n), 
where I(n) = (ul,. . . , u,) is the ideal generated by the symmetric functions in 
Xl,. . . , x,. (This follows since, if ci E H”(BU; Z) is the ith Chern class, then 
p*(ci) = vi, the ith elementary symmetric function in xl, . . . , x,.) Since H*(F(n); Z) 
is torsion-free we may as well work with coefficients in Q, the field of rationals. 
Let K(n) = Q[xr, . . . , x,,], with grade xi = 2, and let I(n) = (cl, . . . , CT”,) denote the 
ideal generated by crl, . . . , CT,,. Theorem 2 now becomes: 
Theorem 2’. Ifu E K(n) is an elementofgrade 2 and U” E I(n), rhen u = axi mod I(n) 
for some a E Q and some i with 1~ i 6 n. 
The cases n = 1,2 are trivial and the case n = 3 is easy; it is Lemma 6 of [8]. For the 
general case we will give an inductive proof, and the key tool will be the derivation 
D =--$+. - -+-$. 
1 n 
Proposition A. If n32 and fcI(n)nK(n-l)cK(n), then Dfc 
Z(n - 1) c K(n - 1). 
We will give a proof of Proposition A later in this section, but first, let us show how 
it gives an inductive proof of Theorem 2. Suppose n 84 and Theorem 2 is true for 
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n -1. Consider u =ulxl+* * .+a,~,, UiEQ, with U” E f(n). We may assume (by 
letting the symmetric group act on the variables) that a L 3 a~ 3 * * * 2 a,. Consider 
u=U-u”ai=bixi+*~~ + bn_ixn_i. Clearly t’ = u mod Z(n) and bi = Qi -a,, > 0 for 
all i. If all bi = 0 we are done, so we may as well assume that bi +. - - + b, > 0. Now 
consider the element f= t’” E Z(n)nK(n - 1) c K(n). Proposition A asserts that 
DfcZ(n-l), butDv=n(Dv)v”-‘=n(bl+. ..+b,)u”-‘,andso u”-‘~l(n-l).By 
the induction hypothesis u = axi mod Z(n - 1) for some a E Q and 1 s i s n - 1; that 
is, u=UX~-~(X~+***+X”-~) for some u,bEQ. Writing t’= 
uxi+bx,-b(x,+..* +x0), we see that t’ = axi + bx, mod Z(n). The inductive step 
will be complete once we prove the following. 
Lemma B. Zfn 24 and (axi + bx,)” E I(n) for some a, b E Q and i Z n, then U = 0 or 
b =O. 
Proof. We may as well assume that i = n - 1. Consider the inclusions T” c 
U(n -2) x T’c U(n) and the induced quotient map 
h:F(n)=U(n)/T”+U(n)/U(n-2)xT’. 
It is classical (Bore1 [3]) that A* is an injection and that in the fibration 
U(n)/(U(n-2)x T*) ABU(n -2)xBT’ 
I 
NJ(n) 
K* induces an isomorphism of Q[x,,-I, x,1/&1, h,) onto H*(U(n)/(U(n -2)X 
T*); Q), where hi is given by 
hick Xs,_,X;-. 
r=O 
Since A* is an injection, Lemma B reduces to (ux,_i + bx,)” E (h,-1, h,) implies a = 0 
or b = 0. Now the three elements {xE_i, xi-:x, +a - ~+xn-lxn “-‘,x,“) form a free 
basis for (h,_l, h,) in grade 2n. Hence (ax,-i + bx,)” E (h,-1, h,) implies 
foralll~i,~~n-1.Ifu#Oandb#Oweseethatu=b,(lookingati=1,2while 
j = n - 1, n - 2), and consequently 
This is certainly a contradiction when n - ‘4, and therefore either a or b must be 
zero. 0 
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The reader may notice that the argument above for n = 3 is the proof of Theorem 2 
for n = 3, since (ax* + ZJX~)~ E Z(3) implies that either a = 0, or b = 0, or a = b; but 
x2+x3=-x1 modZ(3). 
Lemma B is, in fact, a special case of a more general result on 
H*(U(m + k)/U(m) x U(k); Q) for rn 3 k. (See [7].) 
It only remains to prove Proposition A. We first prove an auxiliary result which 
introduces the techniques of proof which we will use later. 
Lemma C. LetD:K(n)+K(n) denote thederivation D =afax,+. ’ .+a/ax,,. Then 
DUi+l = (n - i)ui, where cro = 1; ui is the ith elementary symmetric function in 
Xl, - * *I x,,for lcicn; andui=Ofori>n. 
Proof. We shall use induction on n. For n = 1 the lemma is immediate. Suppose it is 
true for K(n - 1). Let r: K(n)+ K(n) be obtained by setting x,, = 0; it is retraction 
onto K(n - 1)~ K(n). Let ~~ =r(ui). By the induction hypothesis we see that 
Dri+l= (n - 1 - i)ri. It is easy to see that vii+1 = ri+i +X”ri. Therefore, 
Dri+l= Dri+l +(Dx”)ri +xn(DTi) 
=(n-11i)7i+7i+Xn(n-i)7i_1 
=(a-i)[ri +X,Pi_l]=(fI-i)cTi. 
Hence the inductive step is complete and the lemma is proved. Cl 
We are now ready to prove Proposition A. Using the notation in the proof of 
Lemma C, we see that for f E I(n), 
f = $, f/A = j, (&T/c +&hk)(Tk +&Tk-1) 
where gk, hi E K(n - 1). Expanding, we obtain: 
f= ,;, f?kTk +&[ ,f, &kTk-l+hkTk +&hd]r 
and if f E K(n - l), the expression in braces vanishes. Now applying the retraction 
r: K(n) + K(n - 1) c K(n), we see that: 
,;, (gkrk-1 +dhkh) = 0, 
showing that gl E Z(n - 1). 
We now calculate Df: 
Df =D(,g, %Q) 
= k$l (&fk)Tk + ki, gk@Tk) 
= ,;, hch + i (n - k)&Tk_l. 
k=l 
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It follows that Of= (n - l)gi = 0 mod I(n - 1). This completes the proof of Pro- 
position A and, consequently, the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 3 
We choose a representative for H, (in the class of all subgroups of U = U(n) which 
are conjugate to H), of the form 
where ai+* * *+al,=nandl=aic..- C ak. Let K = U(1) X U(n - 1) and consider 
the commutative diagram of maps induced by the inclusions T c H c K c U = 
U(n). 
F(n) = U/T ABT 
I A I 4 
U/H IBBH 
CT-’ = U/K L-BK 
It is classical (Bore1 [3]) that all vertical maps induce injections, in integral 
cohomology, onto direct summands and all horizontal maps are surjections. There is 
a unique class u E H’(BK; Z) such that q*‘*(u) =x1, defined at the beginning of 
section 2. Moreover, p*(v) = y, our chosen generator in H2(CPn-‘; Z). 
We first inspect the map CJ*. Define integers A(j) for i=O, 1,. . . , k by setting 
A(0) = 0, A(j + 1) = A(j) + uj+l. Letting xi, . . . , x, E H2(BT; Z) denote the poly- 
nomial generators defined at the beginning of Section 2, we define “block” elements 
Bi by setting 
A(i) 
& = c xi. 
j=A(i-l)+l 
Proposition D. The homomorphism q* is injective and the image of H’(BH; Z) has 
{B *, . . . , Bk} us a free basis. 
Proof. The Weyl group of H is precisely Sa, x. + *x SaL and & acts by permuting 
{xA(i-l)+l, * *. , xA(i)}s The invariants of the Weyl group of H in H’(BT; Z) form a 
free abelian group with {BI, . . . , Bk} as basis. From [3] we know that this is precisely 
the image of q*. El 
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Suppose 1 = al = - - .=us and aiz2 for s+lcjsk. Let ~0 be an algebra 
automorphism of H*(U/H; Z). We wish to find the image of z = n*(y) under rp. 
First, we study A *p(z). 
Proposition E. If cp is an algebra automorphism of H*( U/H; Z) and z = x*(y), then 
A*Q(.Z)=*yjfOrsOme jwith 1SjSs. 
Proof. Recall that Yj E H*(F(n); Z) is given by (*(Xi) = yp Let u = A *Q(Z). Since 
Y n = 0 we see that U” = 0. Hence Theorem 2 shows that u = UYj for some a E Z and 
some j with 1 s j d n. Since Q(Z) generates a direct summand, so does A*Q(z) = u. 
Therefore, a = 1 or -1. We have to show that j G s. Now yi = A *Q(*z) in the image of 
~*q*, and therefore, since the kernel of L* in H*(BT; Z) is contained in the image of 
q*, we see that 
Xj=blBl+* - -+b,Bk 
by Proposition D, where bi E Z. Suppose that A(t) + 1 C jc A(t + 1) and 
consequently 6, = 1 while bi = 0 for i # t + 1. We claim that j s S: if not, A(t + 1) = 
A(t) + u,+~ 3 A(t) + 2, so Xi-1 or xj+i also occurs with coefficient one, which is just 
terrible. q 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3. Writing H = T’ x L, where 
L = U(a,+,) x * ’ ’ x U(Q), 
we have H*(BH; Z) = H*(BT’; Z) 0 H*(BL; Z), and H*(BTS; Z) = 
Z[Zi, *. * f z,], where q*(zi 0 l)=xi for i= 1, * * * , s. Proposition E shows that if Q is 
an algebra automorphism of H*(U/H; Z), then Q(Z) = h*(zi 0 1) for 1 ~j”s. 
Notice that z = r*(y) = ~*cL*(u) = K*r*(v) = K*(ZI@ l), and the group ZVu(H)/H 
contains the symmetric group on s letters which acts by permuting {zr, . . . , z,}. Let k 
be any element of Nu(H)/H which takes Zj to zl. It follows that k*c,c(z)= 
*K*(z~ 0 1) = fz, and Theorem 3 is proved. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
Since H is connected and of maximal rank, U/H is simply connected. We 
therefore have an exact sequence of equivariant Picard groups (groups of line 
bundles) 
PicG(*) APicG(U/H,a)A PicE(U/H), 
where c: U/H + * is the collapsing map onto a point *, and i: E --, G is the inclusion of 
the trivial subgroup. Of course PicG(*) = Hom(G, S’), the group of linear characters 
of G, and PicE( U/H) is isomorphic to H*( U/H; Z) under the correspondence which 
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assigns to a line bundle its first Chern class. (For a discussion of this exact sequence 
and its proof see [6] and [7]; the technique is Segal’s cohomology of groups.) 
Suppose now that a, 0: G + CJ are two representations and that f: (U/H, ct) + 
(U/H, p) is a G-map such that f: U/H + U/H is a homotopy equivalence. Applying 
Corollary 3, there exists an element b E N&H)/H x Z/22 such that b*f*(z) = I, 
where z = ci(rr*h), h is the Hopf bundle h : SZnml + CT’-‘, and rr: U/H -, CP”-’ is 
the map r(uH) = [aI] defined in the introduction. We replace f by fb, possibly 
changing a to Cu in the process. 
If y: G + U is a representation, the Hopf bundle h(y): (SZn-*, y)+ (CR”-‘, y) is 
an element of Pico(CP”-‘, y), and the projection 5r:(U/H, y)+(CP”-‘, y) is a 
G-map which we denote by rr,.. The homomorphism 
rr;: K&P”-‘, y)+ K&U/H, y) 
is an injection. (See [l] and [ll].) 
Letting s = h(a) and t = h(P), the normalization p(z) = z means that i’f’ri(t) = 
i!rb (s). It follows from the exact sequence of Picard groups for (U/H, a) that we 
obtain a linear character x : G --*S such that f!rb(t) = rrh (xs). Since rrh is an 
injection and Ko(CP”-‘, /3) is a cyclic algebra over the representation ring R(G), we 
can define an R(G)-algebra homomorphism 
*: Ko(cP”-L, p)+ K&P”-‘, (Y), 
by setting JI = (rh)-‘f!ng. Our task is now to show that $(t) =xs implies that /3 =X(Y 
in R(G). 
The structure of Ko(C?‘-‘, y) is well-known (see [l], [ll]): it has an R(G)-free 
basis (1, h, . . . , h”-I}, where h = h(y) is the Hopf bundle, and 
h” - yh”-l + (/f2y)h”-2 -. ’ *+(-l)“/l”y=O. 
We can apply 1+4 to this relation for t = h(P) and obtain 
X”Sn _pxn-is”-i +(,2p)Xn-*3n-2_. * . +(-l)“n”p = 0. 
Multiplying by ,y-“, we see that 
+-px-*s”-1+A2(px-1)s”-2-~ * *+(-l)“ii”(px-‘)=O. 
However, we also have 
+as”-‘+A*(a)s”-2-. - ~+(-l)“ft”(a)=O 
and (1, s, * * *, ~“-l} is an R(G)-free basis for Ko(CP”-‘, a). Comparing the 
coefficients of s=-‘, we see that @,y-’ = LY, and Theorem 1 follows. 
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